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 AI Globalism and AI Localism: Governing AI at the Local Level for Global 
Benefit 
 
Article by Stefaan G. Verhulst: “With the UK Summit in full swing, 2023 will 
likely be seen as a pivotal year for AI governance, with governments 
promoting a global governance model: AI Globalism. For it to be relevant, 
flexible, and effective, any global approach will need to be informed by and 
complemented with local experimentation and leadership, ensuring local 
responsiveness: AI Localism. 
 
Even as consumers and businesses extend their use of AI (generative AI in 
particular), governments are also taking notice. Determined not to be 
caught on the back foot, as they were with social media, regulators and 
policymakers around the world are exploring frameworks and institutional 
structures that could help maximize the benefits while minimizing the 
potential harms of AI. This week, the UK is hosting a high-profile AI Safety 
Summit, attended by political and business leaders from around the world, 
including Kamala Harris and Elon Musk. Similarly, US President Biden 
recently signed an Executive Order on the Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy 
Development and Use of Artificial Intelligence, which he hailed as a 
“landmark executive order” to ensure “safety, security, trust, openness, and 
American leadership.” 
 
Amid the various policy and regulatory proposals swirling around, there 
has been a notable emphasis on what we might call AI globalism. The UK 
summit has explicitly endorsed a global approach to AI safety, with 
coordination between the US, EU, and China core to its vision of more 
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responsible and safe AI. This global perspective follows similar recent 
calls for “an AI equivalent of the IPCC” or the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA). Notably, such calls are emerging both from the private 
sector and from civil society leaders. 
 
In many ways, a global approach makes sense. Like most technology, AI is 
transnational in scope, and its governance will require cross-jurisdictional 
coordination and harmonization. At the same time, we believe that AI 
globalism should be accompanied by a recognition that some of the most 
innovative AI initiatives are taking place in cities and municipalities and 
being regulated at those levels too. 
 
We call it AI localism. In what follows, I outline a vision of a more 
decentralized approach to AI governance, one that would allow cities and 
local jurisdictions — including states — to develop and iterate governance 
frameworks tailored to their specific needs and challenges. This 
decentralized, local approach would need to take place alongside global 
efforts. The two would not be mutually exclusive but instead necessarily 
complementary…(More)”.. 
 

   
 The Government Analytics Handbook 

 
(Open Access) Book edited by Daniel Rogger and Christian Schuster: 
“Governments across the world make thousands of personnel 
management decisions, procure millions of goods and services, and 
execute billions of processes each day. They are data rich.  And yet, there 
is little systematic practice to-date which capitalizes on this data to make 
public administrations work better. This means that governments are 
missing out on data insights to save billions in procurement expenditures, 
recruit better talent into government, and identify sources of corruption, to 
name just a few. 
 
The Government Analytics Handbook seeks to change that. It presents 
frontier evidence and practitioner insights on how to leverage data to make 
governments work better. Covering a range of microdata sources—such as 
administrative data and public servant surveys—as well as tools and 
resources for undertaking the analytics, it transforms the ability of 
governments to take a data-informed approach to diagnose and improve 
how public organizations work…(More)”. 
 
 

 

   
 AI in public services will require empathy, accountability 

 
Article by Yogesh Hirdaramani: “The Australian Government Department of 
the Prime Minister and Cabinet has released the first of its Long Term 
Insights Briefing, which focuses on how the Government can integrate 
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artificial intelligence (AI) into public services while maintaining the 
trustworthiness of public service delivery. 
 
Public servants need to remain accountable and transparent with their use 
of AI, continue to demonstrate empathy for the people they serve, use AI to 
better meet people’s needs, and build AI literacy amongst the Australian 
public, the report stated. 
 
The report also cited a forthcoming study that found that Australian 
residents with a deeper understanding of AI are more likely to trust the 
Government’s use of AI in service delivery. However,more than half of 
survey respondents reported having little knowledge of AI. 
 
Key takeaways 
The report aims to supplement current policy work on how AI can be best 
governed in the public service to realise its benefits while maintaining 
public trust. 
 
In the longer term, the Australian Government aims to use AI to deliver 
personalised services to its citizens, deliver services more efficiently and 
conveniently, and achieve a higher standard of care for its ageing 
population. 
 
AI can help public servants achieve these goals through automating 
processes, improving service processing and response time, and providing 
AI-enabled interfaces which users can engage with, such as chatbots and 
virtual assistants. 
 
However, AI can also lead to unfair or unintended outcomes due to bias in 
training data or hallucinations, the report noted. 
 
According to the report, the trustworthy use of AI will require public 
servants to: 
 

• Demonstrate integrity by remaining accountable for AI outcomes 
and transparent about AI use 

• Demonstrate empathy by offering face-to-face services for those 
with greater vulnerabilities  

• Use AI in ways that improve service delivery for end-users 
• Build internal skills and systems to implement AI, while educating 

the public on the impact of AI 
The Australian Taxation Office currently uses AI to identify high-risk 
business activity statements to determine whether refunds can be issued 
or if further review is required, noted the report. Taxpayers can appeal the 
decision if staff decide to deny refunds…(More)” 
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The Tragedy of AI Governance 
 
Paper by Simon Chesterman: “Despite hundreds of guides, frameworks, 
and principles intended to make AI “ethical” or “responsible”, ever more 
powerful applications continue to be released ever more quickly. Safety 
and security teams are being downsized or sidelined to bring AI products 
to market. And a significant portion of AI developers apparently believe 
there is a real risk that their work poses an existential threat to humanity. 
 
This contradiction between statements and action can be attributed to 
three factors that undermine the prospects for meaningful governance of 
AI. The first is the shift of power from public to private hands, not only in 
deployment of AI products but in fundamental research. The second is the 
wariness of most states about regulating the sector too aggressively, for 
fear that it might drive innovation elsewhere. The third is the dysfunction of 
global processes to manage collective action problems, epitomized by the 
climate crisis and now frustrating efforts to govern a technology that does 
not respect borders. The tragedy of AI governance is that those with the 
greatest leverage to regulate AI have the least interest in doing so, while 
those with the greatest interest have the least leverage. 
 
Resolving these challenges either requires rethinking the incentive 
structures — or waiting for a crisis that brings the need for regulation and 
coordination into sharper focus…(More)” 
 

   
 Digital Cities 2023: Developing Modern, Citizen-Focused Services 

 
The 56 winning cities in this year’s awards from the Center for Digital 
Government focused their efforts on technology projects that impacts 
residents communitywide. 
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